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EVIDENCE GENERALLY
DEFINITIONS

proves a fact from which the existence of

010
41
Judicial evidence proof Judicial
evidence is the means sanctioned by law of
ascertaining in a judicial proceeding the
truth respecting a question of fact Proof is
the effect of evidence the establishment of
the fact by evidence

020
41

Law of evidence The law of evi

dence is a collection of general rules estab
lished by law

1 For declaring what is to be taken as
true without proof
2 For declaring presumptions of law
3 For producing legal evidence
4 For excluding whatever is not legal
evidence

5 For determining in certain cases the
value and effect of evidence
030
41

Kinds

of

evidence

are

the senses

J

090
41

Primary evidence Primary evi
dence is that which suffices to prove a fact
until contradicted and overcome by other

evidence For example the certificate of a
recording officer is primary evidence of a
record but it may be afterwards overcome
upon proof that there is no such record
100
41

Partial

evidence

Partial

evi

dence is that which goes to establish a de
tached fact in a series tending to the fact
in dispute It may be received subject to
rejection as incompetent if it is not con
nected with the fact in dispute by proof of
other facts For example on an issue of title
to real property evidence of the continued
for it is of a detached fact which may or may
not be afterwards connected with the main

The knowledge of the court
Testimony
Writings
Other material objects presented to

040
41

fact in dispute is inferred

possession of a remote occupant is partial
There

four kinds of evidence

1
2
3
4

210
41

Degrees of evidence There are

several degrees of evidence
1 Original and secondary

fact in dispute
110
41
Satisfactory evidence Satisfac
tory evidence is that which oridinarily pro
duces moral certainty or conviction in an un
prejudiced mind It alone will justify a ver

dict Evidence less than this is insufficient
evidence
120
41

2 Direct and indirect

3 Primary partial satisfactory indis
pensable and conclusive

Indispensable evidence Indis

pensable evidence is that without which a
particular fact cannot be proved
130
41

Conclusive evidence Conclusive

41 Original evidence Original evi
050
dence is an original writing or material ob

or unanswerable evidence is that which the

ject introduced in evidence

example the record of a court of competent
jurisdiction can not be contradicted by the

060
41

Secondary evidence Secondary
evidence is a copy or oral evidence of an

original writing or object
070
41

Direct evidence Direct evidence

is that which proves the fact in dispute di
rectly without an inference or presumption
and which if true conclusively establishes
that fact For example if the fact in dispute
be an agreement the evidence of a witness
who was present and witnessed the making
of it is direct
080 Indirect evidence Indirect evi
41
dence is that which tends to establish the

fact in dispute by proving another and
which though true does not of itself con
clusively establish that fact but affords an

inference or presumption of its existence
For example a witness proves an admission
of the party to the fact in dispute This
253

law does not permit to be contradicted For
parties to it
Cumula
140
41
Cumulative evidence
tive evidence is additional evidence of the

same character to the same point
150
41
Corroborative evidence Corrobo
rative evidence is additional evidence of a

different character to the same point
160 to 41
41
200

Reserved for expan

sion

BURDEN AND QUANTUM OF PROOF
210
41

Burden of proof The party hav
ing the affirmative of the issue shall pro
duce the evidence to prove it Therefore the

burden of proof lies on the party who would
be defeated if no evidence were given on eith
er side
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220
41

INDIRECT EVIDENCE

220
41

Allegations that need be proved
None but a material allegation need be
proved

310 Indirect evidence of two kinds
41
Indirect evidence is of two kinds

230
41

Admissibility of evidence Evi
dence shall correspond with the substance
of the material allegations and be relevant
to the questions in dispute Collateral ques

1 Inferences

2 Presumptions
320
41

is a deduction which the reason of the jury
makes from the facts proved without an ex

tions shall be avoided However the court
may permit inquiry into a collateral fact
when such fact is directly connected with

press direction of law to that effect

the question in dispute and is essential to
its proper determination or when it affects
the credibility of a witness

330 Basis of inference An inference
41
must be founded on

1 A fact legally proved and

240
41

Proof of affirmative and nega
tive allegations Each party shall prove his
own affirmative allegations Evidence need
not be given in support of a negative alle
gation except when the negative allegation
is an essential part of the statement of the
right or title on which the cause of action

2 Such a deduction from that fact as

is warranted by a consideration of the usual
propensities or passions of men the par
ticular propensities or passions of the per
son whose act is in question the course of
business or the course of nature
340
41

or defense is founded nor even then if the

document the custody of which belongs to
the adverse party

facts

250
41
Degree of certainty The law
does not require demonstration that is such
a degree of proof as excluding possibility of
error produces absolute certainty Moral
certainty only is required or that degree
of proof which produces conviction in an
unprejudiced mind

Evidence

that

is

sufficient

Presumption defined A pre

sumption is a deduction which the law ex
pressly directs to be made from particular

allegation is the denial of the existence of a

260
41

Inference defined An inference

350
41

Conclusive presumptions T h e
following presumptions and no others are
conclusive

1 An intent to murder from the de

liberate use of a deadly weapon causing
death within a year

2 A malicious and guilty intent from

to

the

prove a fact The direct evidence of one wit

deliberate

commission of an unlawful

jury and treason

act for the purpose of injuring another
3 The truth of the facts recited from
the recital in a written instrument between
the parties thereto their representatives or

270
41
Evidence to prove usage Usage
shall be proved by the testimony of at least

successors in interest by a subsequent title
but this rule does not apply to the recital

ness who is entitled to full credit is suffi

cient for proof of any fact except usage per

of a consideration

two witnesses

4 Whenever a party has by his own
declaration act or ommission intentionally
and deliberately led another to believe a par

280
41

Admissibility of altered writings
The party producing a writing as genuine
which has been altered or appears to have
been altered after its execution or making
in a part material to the question in dispute
shall account for the appearance or altera

ticular thing true and to act upon such be
lief he shall not in any litigation arising
out of such declaration act or omission be
permitted to falsify it
5 A tenant is not permitted to deny

tion He may show that the alteration was

made by another without his concurrence
or was made with the consent of the parties
affected by it or otherwise properly or in

the title of his landlord at the time of the
commencement of the relation

6 The issue of a wife cohabiting with

nocently made or that the alteration did

not change the meaning or language If he
does that he may give the writing in evi
dence but not otherwise
290 and 41
41
300

Reserved for expan

sion
254

her husband who is not impotent is legiti
mate

7 The judgment decree or order of a
court when declared by statute to be con
clusive but the judgment decree or order
shall be pleaded if there be an opportunity

r
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360
41

to do so and if there be no opportunity it

submitted to the jury and passed upon by

may be used as evidence with like effect

them

8 Any other presumption which by
statute is expressly made conclusive
360 Disputable presumptions All
41
presumptions other than conclusive pre
sumptions are satisfactory unless overcome
They are disputable presumptions and may
be controverted by other evidence direct or
indirect but unless so overcome the jury is
bound to find according to the presumption
The following are of that kind
1 A person is innocent of crime or
wrong

2 An unlawful act was done with an

19 Private transactions have been fair

and regular
20 The ordinary course of business
has been followed

21 A promissory note or bill of ex
change was given or indorsed for a sufficient
consideration

22 An indorsement of a negotiable
promissory note or bill of exchange was
made at the time and place of making the
note or bill

23 A writing is truly dated
24 A letter duly directed and mailed

was received in the regular course of the

unlawful intent

mail

3 A person intends the ordinary conse
quence of his voluntary act
4 A person takes ordinary care of his

name

own concerns

5 Evidence willfully suppressed would

be adverse to the party suppressing it if
produced
6 Higher evidence would be adverse

from inferior being produced
7 Money paid by one to another was
due to the latter

8 A thing delivered by one to another
belonged to the latter
9 An obligation delivered to the debtor
has been paid
10 Former rent or instalments of a

debt have been paid when a receipt for later
is produced

11 Things in the possession of a per
son are owned by him

12 A person is the owner of property
from exercising acts of ownership over it
or from common reputation of his owner
ship

13 A person in possession of an order
on himself for the payment of money or
the delivery of a thing has paid the money
or delivered the thing accordingly
14 A person acting in a public office
was regularly appointed to it
15 Official duty has been regularly
performed
16 A court or judge acting as such
whether in this state or any other state or
country was acting in the lawful exercise
of his jurisdiction
17 A judicial record when not conclu
sive does still correctly determine or set
forth the rights of the parties
18 All matters within an issue

were

255

25 Identity of person from identity of
26 A person not heard from in seven

years is dead
27 Acquiescence followed from a be
lief that the thing acquiesced in was con
formable to the right or fact

28 Things have happened according to
the ordinary course of nature and the ordi
nary habits of life
29 Persons acting as copartners have
entered into a contract of copartnership
30 A man and woman deporting them
selves as husband and wife have entered in

to a lawful contract of marriage
31 A wife acting with her husband in
the commission of a felony other than mur
der acted by coercion and without guilty
intent

32 A child born in lawful wedlock
there being no decree of separation from

bed and board is legitimate
33 A thing once proved to exist con
tinues as long as is usual with things of
that nature

34 The law has been obeyed
35 A document or writing more than
20 years old is genuine when it has been
generally acted upon as genuine by persons
having an interest in the question and its
custody has been satisfactorily explained
36 A printed and published book pur
porting to be printed and published by pub
lic authority was so printed or published

37 A printed and published book pur
porting to contain reports of cases determ
ined in the tribunals of the state or country
where the book is published contains correct
reports of such cases
38 An uninterrupted adverse posses
sion of real property for 20 years or more
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410
41

has been held pursuant to a written con

nized by the executive power of the United

veyance

States

7 The seals of courts of admiralty
and

39 A trustee or other person whose
duty it was to convey real property to a
particular person has actually conveyed it
to him when such presumption is necessary
to perfect the title of the person or his suc

maritime jurisdiction and of notaries pub
lic

8 The seal of any of the executive de
partments of the United States and of any
corporation all of the stock of which is
beneficially owned by the United States

cessor in interest

40 Every sale of personal property
capable of immediate delivery to the pur
chaser and every assignment of such prop
erty by way of mortgage or security or
upon any condition whatever unless accom
panied by an immediate delivery and fol
lowed by an actual and continued change of

9 The laws of nature the measure of

time and the geographical divisions and
political history of the world
420
41
Judicial notice of foreign laws
Every court of this state shall take judicial
notice of the constitution common law civil
law and statutes of every state territory
and other jurisdiction of the United States

possession creates a presumption of fraud
as against the creditors of the seller or as

signor during his possession or as against
subsequent purchasers in good faith and
for a valuable consideration This is disput
able only by making it appear on the part
of the person claiming under such sale or
assignment that the same was made in good
faith for a sufficient consideration and

430
41

440
41

without intent to defraud such creditors or

The

purchasers but this presumption does not
exist in the case of a mortgage filed or
recorded as provided by law
370 to 41
41
400

Court to determine foreign laws

determination

of

such

laws

shall

be

made by the court and not by the jury and
shall be reviewable
450
41

Evidence of foreign laws Any
party also may present to the trial court any

Reserved for expan

sion

410
41

Obtaining information of for

eign laws The court may inform itself of
such laws in such manner as it may deem
proper and the court may call upon counsel
to aid it in obtaining such information

admissable evidence of such laws

460
41

JUDICIAL NOTICE

Laws of foreign countries The
law of any jurisdiction other than a state

Facts judicially noticed There

territory or other jurisdiction of the United
States shall be an issue for the court but
shall not be subject to the foregoing provis
ions concerning judicial notice

are certain facts of such general notoriety
that they are assumed to be already known
to the court and evidence of them need not

be produced The following facts are as
sumed to be thus known but the court may

470
41
Construction of ORS 41
420 to
480 ORS 420
41
41 to 41
480 shall be so inter

resort for its aid to appropriate books or

preted and construed as to effectuate their

documents of reference

1 The true signification of all English
words and phrases and all legal expressions
2 Whatever is established by law
3 Public and private official acts of

general purpose to make uniform the law of

the legiss
ative executive and judicial de

eign Laws Act ORS 41
420 to ORS 41
480
may be cited as the Uniform Judicial No
tice of Foreign Laws Act

partments of this state and of the United
States

4 The seals of all the courts of this
state and of the United States
5 The accession to office and the of

ficial signatures and seals of office of the
principal officers in the legislative execu
tive and judicial departments of this state
and of the United States

those states which enact the Uniform Ju

dicial Notice of Foreign Laws Act
480
41

Uniform Judicial Notice of For

490 41
41
500

Reserved for expan

sion
WDISPENSABLE EVIDENCE AND
STATUTE OF FRAUDS
510
41

Indispensable evidence Certain
evidence is necessary
to the
of par
validity
ticular acts or the proof of particular facts

6 The existence title national flag
and seal of every state or sovereign recog
256
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520
41

Evidence to prove a will Evi
dence of a last will and testament except

610
41

when made pursuant to ORS 114
050 shall
not be received other than the written in
strument itself or secondary evidence of its

not to be performed within a year from the
making
2 An agreement to answer for the
debt default or miscarriage of another
3 An agreement by an executor or ad

contents in the cases prescribed by law

ministrator to pay the debts of his testator
or intestate out of his own estate

530
41

Evidence of representations as
to third persons No evidence is admissible
to charge a person upon a representation as

4 An agreement made upon consider
ation of marriage other than a mutual
promise to marry

to the credit skill or character of a third

5 An agreement for the leasing for a
longer period than one year or for the sale
of real property or of any interest therein

person unless the representation or some

memorandum thereof be in writing and
either subscribed by or in the handwriting

6 An agreement concerning real prop

of the party to be charged
540
41

Evidentiary effect of surveys
No surveys or resurveys shall be considered
as evidence in any court unless attested by
two competent surveyors except surveys
made by the county surveyor or his deputy
and except surveys made by authority of
the United States the State of Oregon or by
mutual consent of the parties This section
shall not be construed to prevent a surveyor
from testifying to a survey made by him of
property in controversy although the survey

erty made by an agent of the party sought
to be charged unless the authority of the
agent is in writing
7 An agreement authorizing or em
ploying an agent or broker to sell or pur
chase real estate for a compensation or com
mission but if the note or memorandum of

the agreement is in writing and subscribed by

the party to be charged or by his lawfully
authorized agent and contains a description

of the property sufficient for identification

and authorizes or employs the agent or brok
er to sell the property and expresses with

was not attested or not made by mutual con
sent of the parties

reasonable certainty the amount of the com

mission or compensation to be paid the
agreement shall not be void for failure to

Sale or transfer of vessel A sale
or transfer of a vessel is invalid unless in
550
41

state a consideration

writing and signed by the party making the
transfer
560
41

590
41

Grant or assignment of trust

exceeding the value of 50 is made by auc

Every grant or assignment of any existing
trust in lands tenements

hereditaments
goods or things in action is void unless it is

in writing and subscribed by the party mak
ing it or by his lawfully authorized agent
570
41

Contracts

and

communications

made by telegraph Contracts made by tele
graph shall be held to be in writing and all
sent by telegraph and
signed by the sender or by his authority
shall be held to be in writing
communications

580
41

tion the sale is void unless some note or

memorandum of the sale is in writing and
signed by the party to be charged or his
lawfully authorized agent Evidence there
fore of the sale shall not be received other
than the writing or secondary evidence of
its contents in the cases prescribed by law
However an entry by the auctioneer in his
sale book at the time of the sale of the

kind of property sold the terms of the sale
the price and the names of the purchaser
and person on whose account the sale is
made is a sufficient memorandum

Statute of frauds In the follow

ing cases the agreement is void unless it or
some note or memorandum thereof express

ing the consideration is in writing and sub
scribed by the party to be charged or by

his lawfully authorized agent

Sales of personal property by

auction When a sale of personal property

evidence

therefore of the agreement shall not be re
ceived other than the writing or secondary
evidence of its contents in the cases pre
scribed by law
1 An agreement that by its terms is
25

600
41

Reserved for expansion

BEST SECONDARY AND PAROL
EVIDENCE
610
41
Original writing to be accounted
for or produced The original writing shall
be produced and proved except as provided

in ORS 41
640 If the writing is in the custody

of the adverse party and he fails to produce it

620
41
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after reasonable notice to do so the contents

loss of time and the evidence sought from
them is only the general result of the whole
2 In the cases mentioned in paragraphs
c and d of subsection 1 a copy or
reproduction of the original shall be pro
duced in those mentioned in paragraphs
a and b of subsection 1 either a copy

of the writing may be proved as in the case of
its loss However the notice to produce it
is not necessary where the writing itself is

a notice or where it has been wrongfully ob
tained or withheld by the adverse party
620
41

Writings called for need not be
offered Though a writing called for by one
party is produced by the other and is in
spected by the party calling for it he is not
obliged to offer it in evidence

or oral evidence of the contents

650
41

Proof of contents of

liens

de

stroyed by fire In any action or suit for the
foreclosure of any liens required by law to
be filed with the county clerk where the
liens have been so filed prior to March 11

630
41
Inspection of books and papers
by adverse party While an action or suit is
pending the court or judge thereof may or

1937 and destroyed by fire secondary evi
dence as to their contents shall be admitted

der either party to give the other within a

to prove the contents of such liens and sec

specified time an inspection and copy or
permission to take a copy of any book docu
ment or paper in his possession or under
his control containing evidence or matters
relating to the merits or defense of the ac

ondary evidence shall also be admitted to
prove that such liens were filed with the
county clerk
660
41

Admissibility of objects cogniz

able by the senses Whenever an object cog
nizable by the senses has such a relation to
the fact in dispute as to afford reasonable

tion or suit If the order is neglected or re

fused the court may exclude the book docu
ment or paper from being given in evidence
or if wanted as evidence by the party apply
ing therefor may direct the jury to presume
it to be such as he alleges it to be and the
court may also punish the party so neglect
ing or refusing as for a contempt This sec
tion is not to be construed to prevent a party
from compelling another to produce books
documents or papers when he is examined

grounds of belief respecting it or to make an
item in the sum of the evidence the object
may be exhibited to the jury or its exist
ence situation and character may be proved
by witnesses The exhibition of the object to
the jury shall be regulated by the sound dis
cretion of the court
670
41

as a witness

640
41

Books maps and charts as evi

dence Historical works books of science or

art and published maps or charts when

Proof of contents of a writing

made by persons indifferent between the

1 There shall be no evidence of the con

parties are primary evidence of facts of

tents of a writing other than the writing

general notoriety and interest

itself except

680
41

a When the original is in the posses

Definition of business as used in

sion of the party against whom the evidence

ORS 41
690 The term business as used

is offered and he withholds it under the

in ORS 41
690 shall include every kind of

circumstances mentioned in ORS 41
610

business profession occupation calling or
operating of institutions whether carried on

b When the original cannot be pro
duced by the party by whom the evidence
is offered in a reasonable time with proper
diligence and its absence is not owing to
his neglect or default
c When the original is a record or
other document in the custody of a public

for profit or not
690
41

Admissibility of business rec

ords A record of an act condition or event
shall in so far as relevant be competent
evidence if the custodian or other qualified
witness testifies to its identity and the mode

officer

of its preparation and if it
was made in the
regular course of business at or near the time
of the act condition or event and if in the

d When the original is a record or oth

er document of which a certified copy or of
which a photostatic microphotographic or
photographic reproduction is expressly
made evidence by statute
e When the originals consist of num

u

opinion of the court the sources of infor
mation method and time of preparation

erous accounts or other documents which

cannot be examined in court without great
258

were such as to justify its admission
700
41
Construction of ORS 41
680 to
41 ORS 41
710
680 to 41
710 shall be so in

1

u

860
41

EVIDENCE GENERALLY

J

terpreted and construed as to effectuate
their general purpose to make uniform the

gality or fraud The term agreement in

law of those states which enact the Uniform
Business Records as Evidence Act

between parties

710
41

Uniform

Business

Records

as

cludes deeds and wills as well as contracts

750 to 41
41
800

Reserved for expan

sion

Evidence Act ORS 41
680 to 41
710 may be
cited as the Uniform Business Records as
Evidence Act
720
41

Admissibility of reproductions
of business records Any photostatic micro
photographic or photographic reproduction
of a writing book entry or record made on
film in the regular course of any business as
a memorandum or record of an act tran
saction occurrence or event whether made
at or near the time of the act transaction or

event or made subsequently prior to the time
of destruction or removal of the original
records shall be admissible in evidence in
place of the original The reproduction shall
in so far as relevant be competent evidence
if the custodian or other qualified witness
testifies to its identity and if it is the prac
tice of that business to make and keep such
reproductions to replace original memo
randa records or documents
730 Admissibility of telegraphic
41
copies of certified instruments Any instru
ment in writing certified under the hand
and official seal of a notary public com
missioner of deeds or clerk of a court of
record to be genuine within his personal
knowledge may together with such cer
tificate be sent by telegraph and the tele
graphic copy as defined in ORS 758
090 shall
prima facie only have the same validity in all
respects as the original and the burden of
proof shall rest with the party denying the
genuineness or due execution of the original
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Parol evidence rule When the

terms of an agreement have been reduced to
writing by the parties it is to be considered
as containing all those terms and therefore
there can be between the parties and their

representatives or successors in interest no
evidence of the terms of the agreement

other than the contents of the writing ex
cept where a mistake or imperfection of the
writing is put in issue by the pleadings or
where the validity of the agreement is the
fact in dispute However this section does

FACTS WHICH MAY BE PROVED
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Offer of compromise and admis
sion of particular facts An offer of compro
mise is not an admission that anything is
due but admissions of particular facts
made in negotiations for compromise may
be proved unless otherwise specially agreed
at the time
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Declaration act or omission of
another The rights of a party cannot be
prejudiced by the declaration act or omis
sion of another except by virtue of a par
ticular relation between them
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Declaration act or omission of

grantor Where one derives title to real
property from another the declaration act
or omission of the latter while holding the
title in relation to the property is evidence
against the former
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Declaration act or omission of a

member of a family on questions of pedigree
The declaration act or omission of a mem

ber of a family who is deceased or out of
the state is admissible as evidence of com

mon reputation in cases where on questions
of pedigree such reputation is admissible
850
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Declaration act or omission of
decedent The declaration act or omission of
a deceased person having sufficient know

ledge of the subject against his pecuniary
interest is admissible as evidence to that

extent against his successor in interest
When a party to an action suit or proceed
ing by or against an executor or adminis
trator appears as a witness in his own be
half or offers evidence of statements made
by deceased against the interest of the de

ceased statements of the deceased concern
ing the same matter in his own favor may
also be proven
860
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Entries of deceased persons or

persons without the state Entries or other
writings of like character of a person de

not exclude other evidence of the circum

ceased or without the state made at or near

stances under which the agreement was

the time of the transaction and in a position
to know the facts stated therein may be

made or to which it relates as defined in
ORS 42
020 or to explain an ambiguity

intrinsic or extrinsic or to establish ille

259

read as primary evidence of those facts
when it was made
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EVIDENCE AND WITNESSES

1 Against the interest of the person
making it
2 In a professional capacity and in

the ordinary course of professional conduct
or

3 In the performance
specially enjoined by law
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Declaration

act

of

or

a

duty

omission

which is part of transaction Where the dec
laration act or omission forms part of a
transaction which is itself the fact in dis

pute or evidence of that fact such declara

tion act or omission is evidence as part of
the transaction

agency the declaration or act of a partner

or agent of the party within the scope of the
partnership or agency and during its exist
ence the same rule applies to the declara
tion or act of a joint owner joint debtor or
other person jointly interested with the
party

6 After proof of a conspiracy the dec
laration or act of a conspirator against his
coconspirator and relating to the conspir
acy

7 The declaration act or omission
forming part of the transaction as explained
in ORS 41
870

8 The testimony

of a witness

de

transaction

ceased or out of the state or unable to

proved whole admissible When part of an
act declaration conversation or writing is
given in evidence by one party the whole
on the same subject may be inquired into
by the other when a letter is read the
answer may be given and when a detached
act declaration conversation or writing is
given in evidence any other act declaration
conversation or writing which is necessary
to make it understood may also be given in

testify given in a former action suit or
proceeding or trial thereof between the
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When

part

of

evidence
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Evidence relating to duty or ob
ligation of third persons When the question
in dispute between the parties is the obliga
tion or duty of a third person whatever
would be evidence for or against that third
person is
parties

primary

evidence

between the
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Facts which may be proved
generally Evidence may be given of the fol

lowing facts
1 The precise facts in dispute
2 The declaration act or omission of
a party as evidence against such party
3 A declaration or act of another in
the presence and within the observation of
a party and his conduct in relation thereto

4 The declaration or act verbal or

written of a deceased person in respect to
the relationship birth marriage or death
of any person related by blood or marriage
to such deceased person the declaration or
act of a deceased person made or done
against his interest in respect to his real
property and also the declaration or act of
a dying person made or done under a sense

of impending death respecting the cause of
his death

same parties relating to the same matter

9 The opinion of a witness respecting
the identity or handwriting of a person
when he has knowledge of the person or
handwriting his opinion on a question of
science art or trade when he is skilled
therein

10 The opinion of a subscribing wit
ness to a writing the validity of which is in

dispute respecting the mental sanity of the
signer and the opinion of an intimate
acquaintance respecting the mental sanity
of a person the reason for the opinion being
given
11 Common reputation existing prev
ious to the controversy respecting facts of
a public or general interest more than 30
years old and in cases of pedigree and
boundary
12 Usage to explain the true char
acter of an act contract or instrument
where such true character is not otherwise

plain but usage is never admissible except
as a means of interpretation
13 Monuments and inscriptions in pub
lic places as evidence of common reputation
and entries in family bibles or other family
books or charts engravings or rings family
portraits and the like as evidence of pedi
gree
14 The contents of a writing when oral
evidence thereof is admissible

15 Any other facts from which the
facts in issue are presumed or are logically
inferable

16 Such facts as serve to show the

credibility of a witness as explained in ORS

5 After proof of a partnership or
260
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